Subscribed Engineering Mailing Lists

The Engineering mailing lists (SYMPA) are subscribed email distribution lists for job and internship opportunities. You can subscribe and unsubscribe at any time. Instructions are below.

This is NOT a replacement for ProfsJobs just an additional resource to be used. In your search for a job or internship, you will need to use multiple resources at the same time to obtain as many opportunities as possible. ProfsJobs is one avenue. These engineering lists are another. Use both, in addition to other means of securing employment.

How to Add Yourself to the List

**Use your Rowan email address to subscribe.**

To add yourself to the list, send an email message to sympa@listmanager.rowan.edu with the following in the body, not subject line, of the email and based upon your engineering major:

(To be put in the body, not subject line, of the email. A subject is not required.)

subscribe bmejobs
subscribe ceejobs
subscribe chejobs
subscribe ecejobs
subscribe mejobs

How to Remove Yourself from the List

To remove yourself from the list, send an email message to sympa@listmanager.rowan.edu with the following line in the body (not subject) of your message:

unsubscribe bmejobs
unsubscribe ceejobs
unsubscribe chejobs
unsubscribe ecejobs
unsubscribe mejobs